
WORTH DWELLING ON – Mentor Reflection for Karuna Jones

Hello,

My name is Julia Pecoraro - I’ve had the pleasure of mentoring Karuna through her Year 12
project. For the past five years I have worked alongside public housing communities to support
food security through community gardening and cooking activities at Melbourne based
non-profit Cultivating Community. For the past 20 years this organisation has advocated for and
managed community gardens across 20 housing estates and has delivered a range of
sustainable projects including food waste reduction, composting and worm farms, community
meals and cooking classes, and food workshops. In my current role I support the Richmond
housing community to address local food security through cooking, baking and gardening
projects that teach skills, empower with knowledge, provide employment pathways and place
participants as leaders. Further to this role, I have worked for multiple urban agriculture and
community development organisations, having completed my studies in Environmental Social
Science with a focus on community-based climate adaptation.

Karuna reached out for my support as a Mentor this year to provide insight into sustainable
initiatives that support social and public housing initiatives and work along-side the community
through codesign to best respond to local needs. Further to this, Karuna connected with my
experience completing research proposals, project design and working alongside council. This
project explores the intersection of just social housing, community wellbeing and sustainable
design through its research and recommendation. These are factors connect with my area of
expertise in working alongside public housing tenants to create more just and responsive
housing estates that foster sustainability and address gaps in government services.

The scope and method Kaurna chose for this project demonstrated excellent ability to navigate
a research project from start to finish. From undertaking background research, talking with
experts in the field, choosing and carrying out a research method, and finally analysing the
information at hand to create a context-appropriate proposal. Karuna was able to clearly
acknowledge challenges and limitations along the way, and creatively problem solve and adapt
to ensure the aims of the project were achieved. The first challenge Karuna faced was in limiting
her scope. Upon understanding the wide and ranging field she was entering, Karuna quickly
realised she would need to narrow her scope to fit her time and resource constraints. This can
be an overwhelming task, when your interested are wide and intersecting element often appear
unignorable. Taking this as an opportunity, Karuna reached out to a wide variety of experts in
the field whose case studies and knowledge become a point for key themes to emerge. These
key themes would help inform the narrowing process and focus Karuna on the most critical
elements.

Another challenge Karuna overcame was working to a time-line while engaging a wide range of
stakeholders including government bodies, case study organisations and community. In any
research project that works to a narrow timeline and relies on external sources of information,
managing people, deadlines, and expectations requires the ability to adapt your working
timeline, clearly communicate with those you are working with, and creatively push forward
despite potential setbacks. Karuna was able to handle this juggle and demonstrates these
abilities, all while remaining understanding of those who she was working with.

A highlight of Karuna’s project was the direct contact she was able to make with her local
council, and their willingness to provide information that would give site specific insight to her



proposal. This contact enriched her understanding of how local council operates, their role in
providing housing and the competing demands they face. The site-specific information,
especially the identification of three potential housing sites, really helped Karuna to visualise the
project and fuelled the passion to deliver a useful and informed proposal. Another highlight was
the successful community consultation Karuna undertook through interviews and surveys.
Including local perspectives of those who the proposal would directly benefit and effect was a
very important piece of the puzzle for Karuna. She placed local community consultation as a
crucial aspect of the project, and so the incredible accomplishment of 5 completed interviews
and over 90 survey respondents enhanced the project with real community voices.

These two highlights, teamed with Karuna’s well thought-out plans to share this research in
audience-appropriate methods, demonstrate Karuna’s passion to provide a proposal that would
be engaging to both the community and council. A proposal that would spark local
conversations, act as a useful resource to others in the field, especially to local organisation,
and put pressure on council to respond to a clear community need. Karuna should be very
proud of her work and ability to undertake meaningful, consultative, impactful res


